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Let F,(x) be the empirical distribution function based on n independent random 
variables X , ,..., X, from a common distribution function F(x), and let 
x= Cy=, Xi/n be the sample mean. We derive the rate of convergence of F,(f) to 
normality (for the regular as well as nonregular cases), a law of iterated logarithm, 
and an invariance principle for F,(f). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X ,,..., X, be independent real valued ru’s with common distribution 
function (df ) P(x), and let F,(x) be the corresponding empirical df, i.e., 
nl;,(x) = number of Xi < x, 1 < i < IZ. Let X= Cy= I X*/n, and consider the 
statistic 
T,, = F,(z) (1-l) 
which represents the proportion of the sample below the sample mean. Such 
a statistic is often used in estimating a functional 8 = F(U), where ,u = EX, if 
both F and p are unknown or in testing the hypothesis that F is symmetric 
about an unknown location p against certain classes of alternatives (see 
Gastwirth (1971)). The asymptotic normality of T,, was first derived by 
David (1962) under the assumption that F is normal. Later Ghosh (197 1) 
derived this result under weaker assumptions that 0 < Var X, < cc and F is 
differentiable at ,u with 0 < F’(p) < co. (See also Sarkadi, Schnell and Vincze 
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(1962) for the connection between the limit law of T, and the occupancy 
problem). 
Quite often, however, one needs more precise information than the 
asymptotic normality can provide. On the one hand, in view of applications, 
one may need bounds on the rate of convergence of T,, to normality, and, on 
the other hand, one may be interested in deriving’ the rates of strong 
convergence of T,, to F&) or certain invariance principles for T, and incor- 
porate them in the study of the asymptotic properties of the procedures 
(testing and estimation etc.) based on this statistic. The present note 
addresses these problems. Under different assumptions on F we derive (i) the 
Berry-Es&en rate O(n-‘I*) for the convergence of T, to normality in the 
nonregular cases (i.e., when F’(L) = 0), (ii) a law of the iterated logarithm, 
and (iii) an invariance principle for Tn. We also obtain a bound on the rate 
at which T, converges to normality in the general case when F’(p) does not 
necessarily vanish. 
2. THE BERRY-ES&EN THEOREM FOR 
T, IN A NONREGULAR CASE 
Here we consider the question: What happens to the asymptotic law of T,, 
when F’(n) = O? Note that in such a case the asymptotic variance of the 
modified sign test equals that of the regular sign test (Gastwirth (1971)). 
Ghosh’s (1971) method fails when F’(p) = 0, while Gastwirth (197 1) 
provides a heuristic argument. However, it will become clear from our 
Lemma 4.1 that if one is just interested in the asymptotic law of T, under the 
assumptions that F’(p) = 0,O < Var X, < cc and 0 < F(u) < 1, then one may 
derive the representation 
(2.1) 
and show that n’lZR, --+” 0. The asymptotic normality of T,, then follows 
immediately. 
To motivate our study, consider the following example (cf. Chandra 
(1975)). Let 
F(x) = 0 if x<p-1 
= (X-p)2m+1 + 1 
2 
if Ix-PI< 1 (2.2) 
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where m > 0. Then EX, =,u and F’(,u) = 0. Note that if m is an integer, we 
have F”‘(u) = 0, 1 Q’ < 2m, FtZrnf “(L) = (2m + 1)!/2, and, in fact, 
(2.3) 
To study the rate of convergence of T,, to normality in a nonregular case 
(i.e., F’(p) = 0) we shall need conditions similar to (2.3) regarding the 
variation of F at ,L 
Precisely, we assume 
E lX,13 < 03, a’=VarX, >O, O<F(,u)< 
For h E IF?, define D(h) = F(,u + h) -F(p), and assume that 
WI = 04 h I”) as h + 0, for some p > 2. 
Then we have the following main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Under (2.4) and (2.5), 
s;p IP{n”‘(T,, - 0) < x[e(l - 8)]“‘} - Q(x)/ = O(n-“2), 
where 6 = F(u), and Q(x) is the standard normal df: 
1. (2.4) 
(2.5) 
as n--b co, 
(2.6) 
Proof. Set s = [8( 1 - 19)] I”, G,(x) = P{n”‘(T, - 0) < xs} and c, = 
C(log n) ‘12, C > 0. Note that 
sup 
1x1 >c, 
I G,(x) - Q(x)] < max{G,(-e,) + @(-c,), 1 - G&J t <P(-c,)} 
G [GA-c,) t 1 - GnkJl + 11 - W,,)l (2.7) 
=P{IF,(@-FC,u)l>sc,n-“*} t [l -@(c,)]. 
Using the well known inequality 1 - Q(x) < #(x)/x for x > 0, where 4(x) 
denotes the density of @, we obtain by choosing C2 > 1, 
1 - @(c,) < n-c2’2/(27r)1’2 c, = O(n-I”), as n--+03. W) 
Now, from the classical Berry-Es&en theorem, and the fact that 
1 - @((log n)“‘) = O(n-‘I*), as n + co, it follows that 
rn = P{lX-pl > on-“‘(log n)li2} = O(n-‘I’), as n-, 00. (2.9) 
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Now consider P{F,@) -F@) > sc,n-“*} and write it as 
P{F”(X) -F(p) > sc,n”z} 
=P{Fn(X)-F(ll)>sc,n-“*, p-p1 <un-“*(logn)“2} 
+ P{F”(Z) -F(u) > sc,n-“*, p-p/ > on-“*(log n)“2} 
< P(F& + an - l’*(log n)“*) - F(u) > SC, n - “* } + r, 
(2.10) 
= p i [ll(U, - Xi) - F(U,)] > nf, + Tn, 
i=l I 
where u(t) = 1 or 0 according as t > 0 or < 0, a, = P + an-“*(log n)“‘, and 
t, = scn -“*(log n)“* + F(u) - F(a,). 
Now let 5, = [F(a,) - F@)]/(a, --,D)~. Noting that (on account of (2.5)) 
& = O(l), as n -+ co, we have for sufficiently large n, t, = n-“‘(log n)“* 
(SC + &‘n(l-D)‘z(log r~)(~-‘)‘* <,} > 0. Then since JJF=, u(a, -Xi) has a 
binomial distribution with parameters n and F(a,), we obtain by using the 
Bernstein inequality (cf. Uspensky (1937), pp. 204-205) 
P 
i 
i [~(a, -Xi) - F(a,)] > nt, (2.11) 
i=l 
where 
= n{s*C*n-’ log n + [F(u) - F(a,)]’ + 2sCn-“*(log n)“* [F(p) - F(a,)]} 
2[sCn-‘/*(log n)“* + F(u)] 
> s*C* log n + 2sCn”*(log n)“’ [F(p) - F(a,)] 
/ 2[sCn-“2(log n)l12 + F(p)] 
(2.12) 
say. Now, since 6, -+ s2C2/2F(u) as n + co, by choosing 
C* > F(u)/s* (2.13) 
and using (2.11) and (2.12) we obtain, for sufficiently large n 
< 2n-‘12. (2.14) 
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Thus, combining (2.9), (2.10) and (2.14) 
p(r;,(~)-F01)~sc,n-“*] =0(n-“*), as n+co. (2.15) 
In the same way it may be shown that 
P{P(u)-F,(~)&sc,n-“*}=0(n-“*), as n-too. (2.16) 
Hence, from (2.6), (2.7), (2.15) and (2.16) it follows that with C2 > 
l/Q - RP)), 
sup / G”(X) - @(x)1 = O(n - I’*), as n+co. (2.17) 
1x1 >c, 
We now consider supix, <c, 1 G,(x) - Q(x)\. To do so, observe that 
G,(x) - Q(x) Q [I’{&@) < 8’01) + xsn - I”, (2 - p ( 
< an-“*(log n)l’*} - Q(x)] + t^” (2.18) 
< [P{F& -on-“*(log n)‘/2) <F(u) + mP’*} - @p(x)] + rn. 
Now, applying the Barry-Es&en theorem for a double sequence of (row- 
wise) i.i.d. random variables, we have 
CI=l l”Cbn - xi> - F(bn)l G t 
n”2 [F(b”)( 1 - F(b,)]“’ 
<KWbn -Xl) -WJ13 
(2.19) 
vv”)(l - w’,)) l3’2 
n-‘/2 
’ 
n> 1, 
where K is a positive constant and b, = ,u - an-“‘(log n)“‘, 
Thus, with 
b,(x) = 
n”*[F@) - F(b,) + xsn-“‘1 
F’(b,)(l - ~@,))l”’ ’ 
from (2.18) and (2.19) we obtain 
G,(x) - @p(x) <K ~*@,J + (1 - fV,))* n- ,,2 
ImJ(~ - ml>)1”’ 
+ [@(b,(x)) - @(x)1 + ‘Il. (2.20) 
Similarly, with a, = p + an- “*(log n)‘/* as before and 
a,(x) = 
n”2 [F(u) - F(a,) + xsn-‘/*I 
P%/J(l -WA”’ ’ 
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we have 
Q(x) - G,(x) = P(F,(T) > sxn-"* + F(p)] - @(-x) 
< P{F,(a,) > xsn-"2 $ F(D)} - q-x> + r, (2.21) 
<K F2(%) + (1 -wn))2 n-,,2 
Pmxl - W”)>l 1’2 
Now, using (2.20) and (2.21) 
sup ]G,(x) - G(x)] Q Ka,n- 1’2 + sup p,,(x) t r,, 
1x1 <c, 1x1 <cl? 
(2.22) 
an = max I 
F2@“) + (1 - fw,N2 F2(b,) -t (1 - F@,V ( 
[F(u,)( 1 - F(a,))] “2 ’ [F(b”)( 1 - F(b”))] “2 \ 
and 
B,(x) = maxi@(x) - @&,(x>), @(b,(x)) - @(x)b 
Observe that a, is bounded as 
r”cu> + (1 -FW2 
an + [Ffjf)( 1 - F(jf))] “2 ’ 
?I-+ 03, 
and from (2.9), r,, = O(W”~), n + co. 
Finally, by using (2.5) and the mean value theorem it may easily be 
shown that 
sup &(x) = o(nP’*(log rz)(1+P)‘2) + O(n”-0”2(log rq’2) as n--tco 
IX/ <C” 
(2.23) 
and since p > 2 one gets R.H.S. of (2.23) as O(K”~), n --$ co. The proof of 
the theorem is then completed by (2.17), (2.22) and (2.23). 
Remark 2.1. It is not hard to show (cf. Chandra (1975)) that if F’2mtr’ 
exists and is continuous in a neighborhood of .u for some integer m > 1, with 
F’“-“(p) = 0, 1 <j < m, and F(2m+1)@) > 0, then (2.5) holds with 
p = 2m + 1, and, in fact, 
lim IWI = F(2m+ “W 
h-0 (h(2”+’ (2m + l)! ’ 
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However, Theorem 2.1 shows that in order to obtain the best 
Berry-Es&en rate O(n-‘I*) one needs sharp estimates of D(h) = F(,u + h) - 
F(u) for small h and not necessarily existence of derivatives of F around P. 
Remark 2.2. If F’(u) = 0 and F” exists and is bounded in a 
neighborhood of .u (this situation corresponds to the case p = 2 in (2.5)), by 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 (see (2.23)) one gets the Berry-Es&en rate 
O(n- “’ log n). 
3. AN ALMOST SURE REPRESENTATION OF T,, 
In what follows we shall show that under appropriate conditions it is 
possible to express the statistic T,, = F,(z) asymptotically as an average of 
i.i.d. r.v.‘s, via an almost sure representation having a number of important 
implications. 
Note that T, can be conveniently expressed as a functional of the 
empirical d.f. F,, namely, T,, = T(F,), where for any df G, T(G) = G(aG), 
,u, = mean of G. And if F is differentiable at ,u, by using the Gateaux- 
differential approach for differentiable statistical functions (cf. Serfling 
(1980)) we get d, T(fi F, - F) = F,(D) - F(p) + (2 - ,u) F’(p) which 
represents the principal part in the decomposition of T(F,) - T(F). The 
reduction step concerning the remainder term R, = T(F,) - T(F) - 
d, T(F; F, -F) was carried out by Ghosh (1971) who showed that if 
F’(a) > 0, R, = o,(n-I’*). In the following theorem we are able to establish, 
under stronger assumptions, the improved stronger rate, namely, 
O(n-3’4(log log n)3’4), and we conjecture that this is the sharpest possible 
order. 
THEOREM 3.1. IfF”(,a) exists (finite), then 
F,(X)=F,01)+(X-~)F’01)+R,, 
where 
R, = O(n-3’4(log log n)3’4) a.s. as n + co. 
(3.1) 
In proving Theorem 3.1, the main development is contained in the 
following result. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let c,, > 0 be a constant and a, = n-“*(log log ,)I’*. Then 
sup IF,,(x) - F,,(P) - F(x) + Fol)l /x--Y1 <c,u, 
= O(n-3’4(log log n)3’4) a.s. as n -+ co. (3.2) 
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. Set k, = sup{F’+ +x): /xl< n-‘(1 + [c,na,J)} 
([e ] = integer part). Then, using the monotonicity of F, and F, we have by 
the mean value theorem 
sup IF,&) -I;,@) -F(x) + FcU)l< G, + n-‘kn, (3.3) IX-P I <coa, 
where 
G, = max 
IA< l+ hnn,l 
IF” (,u++) -F&)-F(p+f) +F@)l. 
Since k, < cl, for some c, > 0, and all n sufficiently large, it is seen from 
(3.3) that (3.2) will follow if we show 
G, = Ok(n)), a.s. as n+ 00, (3.4) 
where g(n) = r~-~‘~(log log n) 3/4 To this end, define for i > 1, -CD < x, . 
Y<W 
Bi(X, y) = u(max(x, y) - XJ - u(min(x, y) - Xi) 
- F(max(x, y)) + F(min(x, y)). 
Then, if Tn,j = F,(,u +j/n) - F&u) - F(,u +j/n) + F(p), we have 
G, = max 
lil< I + [c~na,l I TnJ = ‘-I ,j,Gzy&a ” , 
t B,(p,p +jn-‘) . (3.5) 
i=l 
Let {nk, k = 1, 2,...} be an increasing sequence of positive integers for 
which, as k+ 03, nk - e fi. In the sequel, it will be convenient to take 
nk = [efi] + 1 and I, = {n integer: nk < n < nktl}. Let for k > 1, 
ak = nL14(log log nJ”l” and b, = 2c,,k-‘a,,,. Fork>l,nEI,andM>O(to 
be specified later) define events 
A,= max 
I I ljl<k 
2 B&VP + jb,) > Ma, , 
i=l I I 
5 Bi(Uy/I +jbk) > Ma, 3 
i=nk+ 1 I I 
c, = 
I 
max VI< 1+ tcono,1 12 B,(lr+[jn’b;‘]bk,C+jn-‘)I >Mng(n)!. i=l 
Using the relations B& + a, p + b) = B&,,u + b) - B,@,,u + a), for 
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-oo < a < b < 00, we have on the complement of C,, n E I,, that for all 
IA G 1 + k,~%l 
2 B&p tjn-1) <Mng(n)+ -i”- B,(u,p + [jn-%;I] b/o . (3.6) 
i=l iY1 
Now, if J= [jn-‘b;‘] and Ijl< 1 + [ ct,nan], the admissible range of J is 
included in (.I integer: IJI <k}, and using (3.6), we obtain on 
(AkUB,UCJ, nEI,, 
G, < J&z(n). (3.7) 
Thus, using (3.7) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma, to prove (3.4) it suffices 
to show that for some M > 0 (suffkiently large) 
=T P A,U u (B,UC,) < m. 
k?, 1 IlEIk I 
(3.8) 
For (j] < k, we obtain by using Berstein’s inequality 
P 2 BiCu, ~ + jb,) < 2 ev(-y,), (3.9) 
i=l 
where 
M2ai 
Yk = ZV,,~ + ;Ma,’ 
v,, = $ Var B&p + jb,). 
i=l 
(3.10) 
Using the mean value theorem, we have rnk < c1 kn, b,, implying 
Yk >, 
M2 log log nk 
4C,C, + $Mn,“4(log log ?rk)“4 ’ & (loi? log nk), 
(3.11) 
0 1 
where the last inequality holds for all k sufficiently large. 
From (3.9~(3.11) we get 
P(A,) & 2(2k -t 1) eXp 
i 
- &- (loi? log $>I * (3.12) 
0 1 
Since log log nk > flog k, by choosing M such that M2 > 3Oc,c, it is seen 
that the right hand side of (3.12) is bounded by ke2, for sufficiently large k. 
Thus 
(3.13) 
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NOW, for Ij( < k and n E Ik, another application of Bernstein’s inequality 
gives 
P (3.14) 
i=n,+ 1 
where 
a,= 2" M2u; 
n--nk t +14ak’ vn--nk = 
f Var B,@,p +jbk). (3.15) 
i=nk+l 
As before, v~-,,~ < c, k(n - nk) b, entailing 
h>, 
M*k”*(log log n,J 
4c,c, + $4k”*n; 1’4(log log r~,Jr’~ ’ 
M*kr’*(log log n/J 
5c,c, 
> (3.16) 
where the last inequality holds for all k sufficiently large and we used the 
fact that lim,,, k”*n; ‘14(log log n&1/4 = 0. 
From (3.14)-(3.16) we obtain for n E I, and k sufficiently large 
P(B,) < 2(2k t 1) exp 
1 
- & k”*(log log nk) (3.17) 
0 1 
If M* > 3Oc,c,, it is easily seen that for k sufficiently large 
6kn: exp - & k”*(log log n,J 
0 I 
logk < 1 (3.18) 
from which it follows that the right hand side of (3.17) is bounded by n;* 
for k > k,. Therefore, 
Finally, again by Bernstein’s inequality we have for /jl < 1 + [cona,] and 
n E I, 
P q B,@ t [jn-lb;‘] b,,,u t&r-‘)/ > Mng(n) (3.20) 
,Yl 
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where 
M2n2g2(n) 
Pn = 20, + $mg(n) ’ 
w, = 6 Var B,(y + (jn-‘b,‘] b,.p +j-‘). 
i= I 
(3.21) 
Now O<jn-' - [&-lb; ‘1 b, < b, which implies w, < c, rzbk and we have 
for k sufftciently large 
P, > 
M2(log log n) 
4cOc,(n/nk)'/* (log log n,/log log n)*” k-’ + $fn-“4(log log n)“4 
> 
M*k(log log nk) 
8c,c, + @4kn,“4(log log nk+ ,)“4 ’ 
M*k(log log nk) 
9c,c, . 
(3.22) 
Thus, using (3.20)-(3.22) 
\ _ M*Wg log n/J ( P(C,) < 2[2(1 + [c,na,l> + 11 exp I 9c,c, \ 
< 10cOnan exp 
i 
M*k log k 
- 
18c,c, I 
(3.23) 
and if M2 > 3Oc,c,, arguing as before we get P(C,) < n;* for all k 
sufficiently large, say k > k,. Then 
(3-24) 
From (3.13), (3.19) and (3.24) we obtain (3.8). This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
Remark 3.1. Using Lemma 3.1 in connection with the results of 
Bahadur (1966) and Kiefer (1967) it follows that the order bound in (3.2) 
can not be improved in general and thus is the best possible. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We shall only sketch the proof since the line of 
argument is the same as that of Bahadur (1966). 
First, note that form the classical law of the iterated logarithm 
IX-p\ < 2an-“*(log log n)l’2, a.s. as n + 00. (3.25) 
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Next, by using Young’s form of Taylor’s theorem (Serfling (1980) p. 45), 
since X-,B a.s. as n --) co, we get 
F(Z) = F(u) + (2 - p) F’(u) + O(n - ’ log log n), 
as. as n+ OJ, (3.26) 
and, as a result, (3.1) follows from (3.2), (3.25) and (3.26). 
From the representation (3.1) may be obtained important properties of T,, , 
including asymptotic normality and the following law of the interated 
logarithm (LIL). 
COROLLARY 3.1. (A LIL for T,,) Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, 
if v2 > 0, then 
n”‘(T, - 0) 
1imsnsP (2V2 log log n)‘/2 = 1, a*s* 
where 8 = F(u) and vz = Var[u@ -X,) t (X, - p) r”@)]. 
Remark 3.2. As another consequence of Theorem 3.1, the strong 
consistency of T,, in estimating the parameter 6 = F(U) when both F and ,D 
are unknown, is obtained. Moreover, the representation (3.1) reveals that the 
difference of the r.v.‘s n”‘(T, - /3) and n ‘I2 [F,@) - F(u) + (g-p) F’(u)] 
(both having a normal limit distribution) tends to zero a.s. at the rate 
O(n -‘14(log log n)3’4). 
4. AN INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE FOR TN 
In this section our main concern is the study of the weak convergence c!^ a 
suitable stochastic process constructed from the sequence { Ti, i > 11 and 
summarizing the past history of { Ti, 1 ( i < n}. We assume 
EIXil 4+6 < co for some 6 > 0 and f?=VarX, > 0, (4.1) 
and 
F” exists and is bounded in the neighborhood of ,u = EX,. 
Again, let 0 = F(u), v2 = Var[u@ -X1) t (X, -,u) F’(u)] > 0. 
(4.2) 
THEOREM 4.1. For each n > 1, let W,, be a random function on [0, 1 ] 
defined as 
W,(O) = 0, W, CL) = i(;,i ') , 1 < i Q n, (4.3) n V 
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and W,,(t), 0 < t < 1, defined elsewhere, by linear interpolation. Then, under 
(4.1) and (4.2), we have W, -+g Won (C[O, 11, d), where C[O, l] is the space 
of all continuous functions on [0, 11, d is the uniform metric, and W is a 
standard Wiener process on [0, 11. 
The proof of this theorem is based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Under (4.1) and (4.2), there exist constants E > 0, M > 0, 
K)Oandn,>lssuchthatforn~n,, 
P{IQ,I > i14nLf4 log n} < Kn-I-‘, (4.4) 
where 
Q,=nl’*[F,(f)-F,(u)-(f-,u)F’@)]. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let q = 4 + 6 and select a constant c2 such that 
2 < c2 < 2 + 6. We apply the following well-known moderate deviation result 
(cf. Petrov (1975), p. 254): If E IX, I9 < co for some q > I? + 2, then 
P(IX--p\ > con-“*(log n)“*} = 
2n-C2/2 
c( 2~ log n) l/2 l1+0(&)l. 
Using this result, we note that if 0 < s1 < c*/2 - 1, there exist constants 
K,>Oandn,>l suchthatfornan,, 
P{lx-,u > con-“2(log n)l12} < K,n-I-4 (4.5) 
Then, with a,, = Mn- If4 log n, we get for n > ‘2, 
P{Qn > a,} <P(Q,, > a,, If-p] <con-“2(log n)“‘} + K,r~-‘-~l. (4.6) 
Now partition the interval [-ca(log n)l’*, ca(log n)“‘] into 2m, inter- 
vals with end points -co(log n)“2 = A-,, < *.. <A, = 0 < ... < A,n = 
@log n)“* such that for all i = -m, + l,..., m, 
(4.7) 
Then, by the monotonicity of F, and (4.7) it is easily seen that 
P{Q, > a,, Ix--,a] < con-“2(log n)1’2} 
< -F P 
i= -‘;;;‘,+ , I 
n”‘[F;(,u + A,n-‘12) -F,(u)] -AiF’ > 2 . (4.8) 
I 
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Fix -m, + 1 < i < m, and write 
P /nyF& +Agz-“2)-FFn(u)] -A,F’@) > $1 
(4.9) 
where 
and 
(fJ = n’j2 Air;“(u) + 2 
J 
-n[F(u + Ain-“‘)-F(p)]. 
Using (4.2) and Taylor’s expansion, we have o 2 (M/4) n “4 log n, for 
sufficiently large n. 
Now, if di > 0, using Bernstein’s inequality, we note that the right side 
of (4.9) <exp(--02/(2pn + 2w)), where p = F(,u + Ain - 1’2) - F(u), and 
C02/(2pn + 20) > (M2/16)(10gz n/(MK”4 log n + 2diF’b))) > (r log H, for 
some a > 1 and n large, if M is choosen sufficiently large. On the other 
hand, if di < 0, then again by Bernstein’s inequality, the right side of (4.9) 
<exp(-w2/(2nq( 1 - q) + 2cu)), where q = F(u) - Fh $ Ain -“2), and for 
sufficiently large n, and M choosen appropriately, we obtain 
w2 
P2 
log2 n 
2nq(l-q)+2u ‘16Mn-“2 logn-2F’(u)A,+2Afn-“2c, 2 P log 4 
where c, > 0 and /I > 1. 
Using the above results, (4.6), (4.8), (4.9) and the fact that 
m, - c,(log n) - “2 n “4, as n -+ cc, for some c, > 0 and Aj = O((lOg n)“*) 
uniformly in -m, <j < m,, n > 1, we can find A4 > 0 and E > 0 such that 
P{Q, > a,} = o(n-*-E), as n+co. 
Since a similar statement holds for p(Q, < -a,}, the proof of the Lemma 
4.1 follows. 
Remark 4.1. Corresponding to the asymptotic normality of the T, in the 
general case when F’(u) does not necessarily vanish, we may obtain an 
associated Berry-Esseen rate by using the following device: For any 
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sequence of random variables (U,} and {V,,} and a sequence of positive 
constants {c,}, 
By this inequality, the classical Berry-Es&en theorem and Lemma 4.1, we 
get under (4.1), (4.2) and v2 > 0 that 
sup IP( P(Tn - 0) < vx} - @(x)1 = O(n -“4 log n), n -+ co. (4.10) 
x 
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem of this section. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Define the random function W,*, n > 1, on [0, 1 ] 
by 
w; (0) = 0, 
w* F = Cj=, [U(L-xj)-FQ) + (xj-PU)F'Cu)l 
n 
( i vn ‘I2 
3 n 
1 <iin, (4.11) 
and linearly interpolated on [(i - 1)/n, i/n], 1 < i < n. 
By Donsker’s theorem (cf. Billingsley (1968)) we obtain 
w$+w in (C[O, 11, d), 
where W is a standard Wiener process on [0, 11. 
The proof will be completed if we show that 
But 
d(W,, W++ 0. 
d(W,, W,*)< max 
ill2 ) Qil 
l<i<t? vnliz ’ 
where Qi is defined in (4.4). 
Now let E,,, 6 > 0 be given and pick n, > n, such that 
K 5 i-‘pE<ji, 
i=n,+ I 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
where n,, K and E are given by Lemma 4.1. 
683/14/2-8 
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Then, for II > ‘t,, 
ill2 1 Qil 
vn,,2 > co < 3 P{i”’ lQil > E,,wI/~) 
i i=l 
+ t P(i”’ lQii > E~Ivz”~}. (4.16) 
i=n:+ 1 
Now clearly the first sum in the right side of (4.16) tends to 0 as n + co. 
Also, for n, chosen sufftciently large, since for n > i > n, , ( ill2 1 Qi 1 > 
s0 vn 1’2} c (1 Qi ( > Mi-“4 log i), we find by using Lemma 4.1 and (4.15) that 
the second sum in the right side of (4.16) is <6 for n > n, . Consequently 
(4.14) and (4.16) entail (4.13). The proof of the theorem now follows from 
(4.12) and (4.13). 
Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.1 clearly contains the central limit theorem for 
T,, and likewise provides additional information such as for x > 0, 
P{max,,i~,i(Ti-8)>xvn1’2}+2[1 -@(x)], as n-+ 03. 
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